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(1.6: Core Competences of arts education practitioners 
 
Introduction 
This short paper will consider how we might understand the notion of core competencies in 
visual art education in the light of contemporary art practices and recent redistributions of 
practice, visuality, discourse and relationality. The impact of such redistributions upon how we 
understand the term 'art' is constantly explored in the fields of art practice, philosophy, aesthetics 
and visual cultures. The paper will consider a parallel exploration of the impact of such 
redistributions of thought and practice upon how we might comprehend learning in sites of visual 
art education. How do such redistributions impact upon traditional understandings of core 
competencies and skills and knowledge? What is the meaning of the term core competencies in 
the context of current day art practices? How might such redistributions change the way in which 
we think about and organise learning? Do such redistributions return us to a pedagogical 
consideration of the importance of 'not knowing' and the passion of 'wonder' in learning? This 
paper will explore these and other questions. 
 
Context 
In England during the mid 1990s the idea of competences became a key concept in teacher 
education, it signalled a change from ‘education’ to teacher ‘training.’ The introduction of 
competences and the focus upon training marked a pivotal change in the production of teachers 
and an exponential intervention of audit cultures which had already impacted upon the school 
curriculum since the introduction of a National Curriculum for schools in the late 1980s.  
Generally speaking this curriculum outlined a series of subject specific competences and 
respective assessment levels. 
 
Towards the end of the 1990s the notion of teacher competences was abandoned for a more 
rigorous surveillance framework of standards in teacher training. This standards framework is 
today the key mechanism according to which the development and progress of all student-
teachers are assessed and it covers areas such as subject knowledge, management and 
supervision of learners, monitoring and assessment of learning and inclusion.  In the world of art 
schools, universities and other higher education institutions the Bologna Accord introduced a 
European series of standards, of quantifiable and comparable outcomes relating to degree 
programme content and qualification. 
 
Today in England the ‘old’ National Curriculum is gradually being replaced by a new model 
which began in secondary schools in 2008. The former was viewed as too narrow in its focus 
upon subject knowledge, and needed to be replaced with more cross-curricular work so that 
subjects are not viewed as separate entities. More attention should be devoted to developing 
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learners’ social skills for living together in our modern social and cultural contexts. It is now 
recognised that teachers and schools should be given much more responsibility for designing the 
content of their curriculum, which will meet the learning needs of all their pupils and the needs 
of the local community. The new curriculum and its series of key concepts is being driven by the 
agenda, ‘Every Child Matters.’ 
 
The school curriculum has now been redesigned so that the emphasis is placed upon key 
concepts and processes that underlie each subject rather than specifying particular knowledge 
and practices. In theory teachers and schools should have much more control over the design and 
content of their curriculum. Each subject area begins with an importance statement which 
describes why the subject is important for pupils to learn. This is followed by outlining the key 
concepts and processes that should be covered. A key emphasis in the new curriculum is placed 
upon personalised learning and personalised assessment. This means that a great deal of 
importance is placed upon designing learning experiences that will meet the needs of every child 
and that assessment strategies should be developed that will be responsive to the different ways 
in which children and students learn. Below is an example of the importance statement outlined 
in the new art and design curriculum in England. 
 

In art, craft and design, pupils explore visual, tactile and other sensory experiences to communicate ideas 
and meanings. They work with traditional and new media, developing confidence, competence, 
imagination and creativity. They learn to appreciate and value images and artefacts across times and 
cultures, and to understand the contexts in which they were made. In art, craft and design, pupils reflect 
critically on their own and other people’s work, judging quality, value and meaning. They learn to think 
and act as artists, craftspeople and designers, working creatively and intelligently. They develop an 
appreciation of art, craft and design, and its role in the creative and cultural industries that enrich their lives 
(QCA 2008). 

 
It is difficult at this time to arrive at a clear picture of the effects of such changes and innovations 
and the rhetoric of the new curriculum upon teaching and learning practices. There is more 
emphasis upon learners being encouraged to experiment and take risks and learn from failure, as 
well as success, alongside acquiring more traditional as well as new skills, whilst teachers are 
required to create compelling and challenging learning experiences.  
 
In general terms however it is clear that over the last two decades in England we have a picture 
of educational systems that have moved towards standardisation procedures and knowledge 
production which some would argue has led to a commoditisation and over-bureaucratization of 
knowledge and an emphasis upon standardised assessment and predictable outcomes. 
 
I will not pursue further the details of the effect of audit cultures upon competences here but 
rather try to consider in a more philosophical framing how we might think about the notion of 
competence in relation to processes of learning (and teaching, for surely this must involve 
learning) with a particular focus upon contemporary art and pedagogy. 
 
Contemporary art and the pedagogic turn 
In the world of contemporary art today it is probably true to say that the notion of ‘core 
competences’ does not sit comfortably as artists across the world employ a plethora of materials, 
processes, skills, techniques and relations in their work. Much of this work challenges how we 
understand art in the sense that it creates the space, often contentious, for imagining news ways 
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of thinking what art can be. Such artists are not functioning as educators nor are they necessarily 
interested in the practices of education and learning. But this challenge of contemporary practice 
has direct implications, I would argue, for how we might conceive visual art education within 
institutional contexts such as schools, colleges, universities, galleries, museums and other social 
sites. How might we consider the notion of competences in the light of this diverse plethora of 
work where more traditional skills, which, for example, still form the main diet of the majority of 
schools in England (see Downing and Watson 2004.), have, for many years been abandoned or 
replaced by new ways of working; where traditional assumptions concerning artist, object and 
spectator are replaced by new distributions of relations, new technologies, new vectors of 
practice and creativity? In other words what might be the impact of contemporary art practices, 
which disrupt the ways in which we comprehend art, upon the idea of competences within 
institutional forms of teaching and learning? 
 
In passing, even within the domain of contemporary practice, as Stephen Wright (2008a) 
indicates, artists are attempting to escape its policing mechanisms:  

Every year, more and more artists are quitting the artworld frame – or looking for and experimenting with 
viable exit strategies – rather than broadening it further through predatory expeditions into the life-world. 
And these are some of the most exciting developments in art today, for to leave the frame means sacrificing 
one’s coefficient of artistic visibility – but potentially in exchange for greater corrosiveness toward the 
dominant semiotic order.  

Wright  (2008b) argues that there is still a predominant framework or consensus that informs 
how art is perceived, that constructs what he terms art’s coefficient of visibility. This consensus 
is structured around three key ‘normative assumptions’ 

…that art necessarily and almost naturally manifests itself in the world in the form of an artwork; that art 
takes place through the intermediary of an artist, whose bodily presence and creative authority – upheld by 
the signature – guarantee the artistic authenticity of the proposition, underwritten by authorship; that art 
takes place before homogenised aggregates of visual consumers that make up the institution of 
spectatorship. (http://www.artandresearch.org.uk/v2n1/wright.html) 

He proceeds to ask how it might be possible to envisage an art without, artwork, authorship or 
spectatorship because, by implication, then art would become invisible as such and if this were to 
happen then there would be direct implications for those institutions that impact directly upon 
how art is conceived and perceived. 

…if it is not visible, art eludes all control, prescription and regulation – in short, all ‘police’. In a 
Foucauldian perspective, one might argue that the key issue in policing art is the question of visibility 
(Ibid). 

He provides an example of an art cooperative working outside of the art frame in Buenos Aries 
where the emphasis moves from performance to competence. But Wright is employing the term 
competence in relation to those competences that artists and designers can use individually or 
collectively in contexts that are not framed by the ‘art world’. I want to return to this use of the 
term competence shortly. These remarks by Wright upon recent developments in the use of 
artistic competences illustrate a fairly radical redistribution of practice and destabilising of the 
term art which are also discussed extensively by Bourriaud (2002, 2010,) in his work on 
relational aesthetics and the radicant.  
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In a parallel move is it possible or desirable to adopt a similar approach to pedagogy and its 
policing orders? Is it possible to do this in the light of the power of institutional formatting and 
norms? Is it possible or desirable today for educators to sacrifice their coefficient of pedagogic 
visibility in order to corrode current policing frameworks and establish more productive, 
equitable or emancipatory spaces for learning? Is it possible or desirable to interrogate the 
predominant frameworks in which teaching and learning are conceived, which construct their 
coefficient of visibility or their coefficients of competences? Is it possible for institutions, such 
as schools, universities, galleries to do and be much more than their current function? 
 
If we acknowledge that, to use Wright’s terminology, the coefficients of visibility of what it is to 
be an artist, a teacher, a learner, are always determined by a series of constructed relations and 
performances which converge and reform within social and historical locations, it becomes 
possible to interrogate the substance of these coefficients in order to expose complacency, 
cultural bias, social inequities, the relevance of particular knowledge, skills and competences, 
and so on, and then reconfigure a more enlightened, equitable series of performances and 
relations. For example, are the competences as designated by the school art curriculum 
commensurate with the contemporary world of art practice? Is it important that they should be? 
Why? 
 
We know that many artists today are conducting their work outside of acknowledged 
frameworks of art and their respective institutional forces so that their work is difficult to 
conceive as art and this raises some pertinent issues relating to recognition, objects and practice. 
For example, in recent years some artists (Rainer Ganahl, Tino Seghal, Liam Gillick, the projects 
ACADEMY (2006) and Summit (2007)) are engaging directly with pedagogical practices such 
as reading groups and seminars, alternative learning sites, free schools, in their art practice. Their 
focus it seems is to reconsider sites of learning such as universities, schools, galleries and 
museums and ask how these sites might be expanded to involve new forms of learning, 
discussion and debate and so, we might deduce, new forms of competence and new economies of 
knowledge (its history, evolving technology, social organisation, distribution and management). 
Such work challenges us to imagine both what art can be but also what learning can be beyond 
the parameters of reproduction, packaged knowledge, traditional skills and the pragmatic and 
predictable application of knowledge. Thus what this work is attempting is a radical intervention 
into traditional sites and economies of institutionalised knowledge and a redistribution of such 
economies. 
 
But the key factor which may become obscured, though not necessarily, in these artistic-
pedagogical initiatives concerns the individual’s spatio-temporality of learning. It is not the 
structural therefore with which I am concerned (though this is important), not the notion of core 
competences, or new economies of knowledge, however much they may dissolve and reform, but 
the idea of events of learning and their implicit subjectifications. This requires some unpacking 
because it is at the heart of what I am trying to say about learning and the idea of competences.  
 
Learning events, truths and local curation 
I suppose what I am thinking about in a rather hazy way is the idea of local competences 
combined with the notion of learning events and an individual’s ability to ‘curate’ such 
processes. Here the scene of recognition of learning shifts from the institutional to the local in 
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that the drive, management and organisation of learning is locally, not institutionally, curated, a 
shift from institutional to local economies. But all this has to keep an eye on the sociality of co-
existence or what Nancy (2000) terms ‘being-with’. This idea has profound implications for 
initiating, supporting and evaluating learning. Let me say immediately that I am not advocating a 
dismantling of established bodies of knowledge and competences, this is impossible and 
undesirable, but rather a relaxing of their controlling or regulatory forces so that new forms of 
learning begin or are allowed to appear through what I have termed, after Badiou (2005), local 
truth procedures of learning. 
 
This shift introduces a move from the consensus of institutional knowledge and competences that 
manage and control learning and teaching practices to a dissensus of local and frequently 
subjugated knowledge which disrupts and challenges the former. This notion of dissensus, taken 
from Ranciere (2004), indicates a politics of educational practice in which established orders of 
knowledge and competence are challenged by interruptions that allow new forms and vectors of 
learning, new knowledges to appear. Foucault (1980) also addresses this problem in two lectures 
delivered in 1976 when he spoke about an insurrection of subjugated knowledges, those forms of 
thought and ways of knowing which are particular or local and which tend to be ignored by 
established knowledge discourses across an entire panoply of issues or subjects.  
 
The idea of local truth procedures of learning comes from my reading of Badiou’s work on the 
event and truth (Atkinson 2008). In brief Badiou is concerned with major disruptions or what he 
terms events, in fields such as art, politics, science and love and he cites the epistemological 
disruptions of Galileo in science, Schoenberg in music and the French and Russian revolutions in 
politics. In art we can take the Duchamp event as indicating a radical disruption of the existing 
epistemological framework of art practice, art object and artist and whose effects are still evident 
today. The event for Badiou leads to what he terms a subsequent truth procedure which 
reconfigures the knowledge frameworks, practices and values of the social situation. So we can 
say that the event happens in a situation but cannot be clearly understood within the existing 
logics of the situation which are then reconfigured by the truth procedure precipitated by the 
event. 
 
I believe that this idea of truth has relevance for more localised learning and teaching contexts 
and for thinking about what I call real learning, in contrast to normative learning and its 
consensual and established norms or competences, as a struggle to move into a reconfigured 
ontological state. This idea of truth allied to real learning concerns what might be termed local 
epiphanies of learning that emerge centripetally from the spatio-temporal configuration of the 
learner and which invokes a complex of localised competences. Real learning then is concerned 
with a problem of existence, a move into a new ontological state, which, by implication means a 
puncturing of established and assimilated knowledge and competence on a local level. It entails 
processes in which learners (teachers) are challenged to see beyond their current pedagogical 
vistas and begin to create new and more expansive vistas and practices. Irit Rogoff (2008) clearly 
expresses this sentiment in her discussion of Foucault’s (2001) lectures of parrhesia: 
 

I think “education” and the “educational turn” might be just that: the moment when we attend to the 
production and articulation of truths – not truths as correct or provable, as fact, but truth as that which 
collects around its subjectivities that are neither gathered nor reflected by other utterances. Stating truths in 
relation to the great arguments, issues and great institutions of the day is relatively easy, for these dictate 
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the terms by which truths are arrived at and articulated. Telling truth in the marginal and barely-formed 
spaces in which the curious gather – this is another project altogether: one’s personal relation to truth 
(Rogoff, e-flux 11/2008) 

 
For me this quote advocates what I call real learning and a subjectification to a truth of learning. 
That is to say it is arguing for the emergence and perseverance of truths of learning within local 
or even marginalised or obscure (from the dominant traditions and forms of knowledge) 
positions; forms of learning that may easily be overlooked by established frameworks and norms 
but which have a personal legitimacy and which when allowed to appear expand our 
comprehension of what learning and the idea of competence is. Furthermore the disruption of 
established ways of knowing, through learning events, means that learners need to be able to 
handle states of uncertainty as new knowledge and new competences begin to emerge. This 
suggests a rather curious almost contradictory relation of competence to states of not-knowing 
and the experience of wonder. And this is where I will conclude this short paper with a closing 
reference to Descartes. 
 
It is important that Descartes is not viewed entirely as a rational philosopher. Though he is 
regarded as the philosopher who proposed the dualism of mind and body and emphasised that 
knowledge is developed through cognitive process, Rachel Jones (2009) makes the important 
point that Descartes placed considerable value upon that feeling of wonder we experience when 
we are confronted with something we find strange, when we encounter something that is 
inexplicable or surprising. Descartes writes in The Passions of the Soul: 
 

When the first encounter with some object surprises us, and we judge it to be new or very different from 
what we formerly knew, or from what we supposed that it ought to be, that causes us to wonder and be 
surprised; and because that may happen before we in any way know whether this object is agreeable to us 
or is not so, it appears to me that wonder is the first of all the passions. 

 
Wonder then is the passion accompanying not knowing for Descartes, and that for him we might 
assume that philosophy begins in wonder because this passionate state is what precipitates a 
search for understanding. Equally I want to argue that this passionate state of wonder is 
fundamental for real learning and that it should be at the heart of any pedagogical relation and 
for thinking the idea of competence. 
 
Dennis Atkinson 
May 2010 
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